This article argues that the process of imagination is moulded by the intersecting notions of space, time, and measurements. It shows that economic spaces are shaped by notions of particular space-time held by historical actors and by imaginations of their past and future fictional spaces. The case study of colonial period South Asia examines how financial accounting and other measurements were co-opted to give form to future 'fictional' expectations. South Asian economic spaces are shown to be the locus for control and dominance of future economic relationships, which were visualised in particular ways by the colonial rulers.
Introduction
This article is inspired by the ideas of Mary S. Morgan, particularly her work on how economists imagine the economic world and then make images of it. In The World in the Model, Mary describes the 'joint processes of visualisation -imagining and making an image' and shows how 'as scientists imagine their world, and make images of that world in new forms, they also form new concepts to work and argue with.' 1 This article considers how historical actors in colonial India imagined their economic world, the devices they used to
give shape to their imaginations, and how such visualisations led them to new concepts and knowledge regarding the economic spaces they imagined. Based on this case analysis, I argue that the process of imagination is moulded by the intersecting notions of space, time, and measurements; that the making of economic spaces and narratives of the past shaped how historical actors imagined their futures.
What follows is a review, admittedly in an impressionistic fashion, of how historical actors (merchants, travellers, colonial administrators, politicians, social reformers, and other non-economists) used measurements to visualise economic spaces, including commercial and financial accounts, travel accounts, and statistical data. Imagination here is related to the visualisation of economic spaces as 'calculable spaces,' whether they were at the level of territories ruled by states or commercial enterprises on a much smaller scale. 2 Unsurprisingly, western economic thought shaped much of the official thinking and the colonial state's visualisation of economic spaces in India in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century.
But, Indians educated in the western thought, and who were also exposed to the ideas of economists, such as Frederich List or John Stuart Mill, challenged the colonial view of India's political economy. 3 These nationalists looked into the past to spur their ideological imagination of a different modernity for India -different from the universalising western models. They imagined an ancient (Hindu) political economy, critiqued the political economy that prevailed under colonial rule, and visualised a new kind of political economy for a future, independent India: particular images of the past and the present lent legitimacy to specific modes of economic planning.
The article also considers how historians have engaged with imagination in the historiography of colonial India. For instance, Gyan Prakash has claimed that 'science was pivotal to the imagination of modern India.' 4 Similarly, Manu Goswami is concerned with the 'official imaginary of the colonial economy' enabling state actors to 'envision' this space as a 'territorially bounded and temporally dynamic whole.' 5 The very idea of India, according to these views, is ensconced in some kind of collective imagination of spaces, an analytical category that can be studied in an empirical manner by historians. Benedict Anderson suggests that 'nationality, nation-ness or nationalism are cultural artefacts of a particular kind.' 6 But he gives little credit to the agency for imagination of colonial subjects compared to agency of colonials themselves. Introducing agency for imagination enables us to depart from the view that knowledge and control of colonial economic spaces required a 'narrowing of vision' wherein the chaos and illegibility of social practices needed forms of The following section briefly reviews some thoughts on the constitution of space-time and economic activity, and the use of measurement devices in such constitutions. Section 2 reviews some of the measurement devices used by historical actors to render economic spaces in South Asia as calculable spaces. Section 3 reviews the casting and recasting of national spaces as economic spaces, before the article concludes with key arguments emerging from this case study.
Space, Time and Measurement
Economic activity, at least capitalist activity, is a forward-looking process. notions of economic time collided, and where widely contrasting economic futures were imagined. When the iconic figure of Bharat Mata (Mother India) became the visual embodiment of the 'autonomy of the imagined nation' 23 (figure 1), the image formed was also a vision of an economically independent nation whose future would be shaped by culturally particular notions of swarajya or political independence and swadeshi or indigenous manufactures (figure 2).
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Economic Spaces as Calculable Spaces
The 'great East Indiamen' that plied the trade routes between London, the Indian subcontinent, the East Indies and the Chinese port of Canton, occupied the 'pride of place' in Britain's eighteenth-century merchant fleet. 24 The trading activities that the East Indiamen could engage in, and the private business activity of the men who commanded them, were shaped by personal aspiration, collective imagination and detailed record-keeping. The record-keeping, in the form of account books helped to secure individual ships as material accounting spaces, safeguarding the security of the voyages and guaranteeing profitability of the investments. western presence in India altered economic relations. Reimagined administrative practices, that were rendered calculable through record-keeping and detailed accounting, allowed new conceptual objects, such as landed property, to govern social spaces. 26 Accounting could help to visualise the potential for trading and personal fortunes that could be made through private trade.
Meticulous record-keeping of cargoes carried during voyages to Asia was instituted fairly early on. By the early seventeenth century, the East India Company (EIC) had developed detailed instructions on how the quantity and quality of goods was to be checked before they were loaded on board, as well as regulations to protect the Company from private trading by its own crews. When EIC finally allowed private trade, an elaborate system of invoices, signed warrants and accounts was instituted to protect the Company's monopoly.
The accounting system, with instructions on who was to be responsible for checking the weight of the cargo, the measurement standards that were to be used, how the measurements were to be made and recorded in the account books, and so on, was designed to 'allow the contents of each ship arriving in London to be known in detail, permitting an accurate account of the voyage.' 27 The record-keeping practices -the calculative practices that
Hopwood mentions -enabled the ship and the voyages to be cast as calculable spaces enabling those who encountered these records to visualise the economic potential of the 30 The account books of the East Indiamen were used to assemble an image of the profitability of the private trade. These records suggest to historians that the private trade was at least as profitable as the monopoly trade of the EIC.
But to many contemporaries it was known that the private trade was significantly larger than what the accounts showed, and certainly was larger than the monopoly trade of the EIC. Ship accounts had to be embellished through information from other sources to imagine how much personal fortunes individuals such as Chisholm stood to make through the private trade.
The account books travelled back to Europe, where at the time they found limited traction amongst English legislators charged with making decisions about British India.
According to Mary Poovey, the material practices of record-keeping were antipodal to the universalising ambition of abstract theory that was driving administrative decision making around the turn of the nineteenth century. 31 She claims that much of this accounting material hardly featured in the discussions in the metropole about the manner in which the subcontinent should be ruled. Although it may appear that the official imagination of economic spaces in India in England were based solely on universalising abstractions, evidence from a A picture painted by these textual accounts is one where the Indian princes extracted feudal rents, suppressed commerce, trade and enterprise, and where corruption was common because princely favours are bought for a trifling sum. rupees' is also used to keep accounts in Calcutta. The term, imaginary money, is used to denote the notional value of the currency rather than its specie value: Thornton writes 'all the real specie must be converted to this currency before it is entered into the merchant's book.' 
Visualising India's Political Economy
The expansion of colonial space, Goswami claims, was concomitant with the generating, consolidating and reflexive use of a body of discursive knowledge for the reproduction of visualisation of India as an economic space, one that needed to be ruled in particular ways in order to generate acceptable returns on the investments made by the colonial state (figure 3).
Where the colonial state in India imagined an economic space generating economic return, this same body of knowledge was used by early nationalists to invoke the notion of 
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The sub-continent's economic spaces were to be simultaneously deciphered and protected by the colonial rulers. B. H. Baden-Powell, cautioned that any student 'who approaches the subject of Indian land-tenures, and land revenue systems in British India, has probably a vague idea that he is about to enter on a terra incognita or to plunge into some mysterious and unintelligible darkness.' 50 The vast body of knowledge being generated by the colonial administrative machinery was meant to help the uninitiated navigate this space, to help understand the very notion of India as a nation-space, and to comprehend how its physical, topographical geographies mapped onto its economic geographies. Concomitantly, this same knowledge could be used to devise ways of protecting the physical and economic spaces.
The connections between the physical, topographical and economic spaces in the 
Conclusion
This case study of colonial India has shown how integral economic space-time was to the constitution of national spaces and to how historical actors imagined their future worlds.
Although recent literature has called for recognising the primacy of time in studies of capital or capitalism, spatial scales continue to remain key in historical narratives of economic spaces. As Mary S. Morgan observes, 'the problem of scale and size with respect to the human observer mean we can only see a little bit of an economy at a time…a bit like an exercise in cartography.' 75 To make a 'whole' from these spatial 'parts' requires skill, intuition and imagination, she argues. 76 I have argued that the process of imagination to fill in the gaps reveals the ensemble of cultural, social and technical practices that actors use. The economic spaces that are imagined are, on occasion, shaped by the violence and conflict stemming from the different practices and fictions that historical actors introduce. Whilst it is important to recognise the boundaries of these spatial artefacts, it is simultaneously important to decipher the processes that shape and give form to the images of such social spaces. 
